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Abstract. Group communication system assist the development of fault-
tolerant distributed algorithms by providing precise guarantees on mes-
sage ordering, delivery, and synchronization. Ensemble is a widely used
group communication system that is highly modular and con�gurable.
Formally verifying Ensemble is a formidable task, but it has wide-ranging
bene�ts, from formal assistance in the design of new distributed applica-
tions, to ensuring the reliability of critical distributed algorithms for all
applications that use Ensemble.

In this paper, we present a veri�cation framework that we are using the
verify Ensemble in the Nuprl proof development system. The framework
is based on I/O automata, which are ideal for the veri�cation in some
respects: they they specify modular components that range from con-
crete protocol code to abstract services. But traditional I/O automata
do not allow re-use of formal theorems as automata are composed. We
present a new type-theoretic basis for I/O automata that preserves safety
properties during composition using an object-oriented methodology.

1 Introduction

This paper presents two e�orts: the implementation of a formal framework for
verifying modular systems, and the application of the framework to verify En-
semble. Ensemble is a highly modular group communication system that eases
the task of distributed programming by providing con�gurable implementations
of critical distributed algorithms like failure detection and recovery, while giv-
ing precise guarantees for message ordering and delivery. This is ideal from the
perspective of reliability: the critical distributed algorithms are cleanly isolated
and identi�ed. Formal veri�cation of these protocols applies to all applications
that use Ensemble.

The Ensemble architecture is designed around layered protocol stacks, com-
posed from a collection of protocol layers that provide a roughly orthogonal
set of primitives. Each layer is about 300 lines of code in Objective Caml [17].
Currently there are about 50 di�erent layers that can be composed to imple-
ment thousand of useful protocols. Clearly, any feasible formal framework must
capitalize on modularity and re-use.
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In this paper, we present a formal framework for specifying and verifying
modular systems like Ensemble based on the I/O automata of Lynch and Tut-
tle [15, 14]. I/O automata provide an ideal speci�cation language in some re-
spects. They can specify modular components that range from the concrete
OCaml layer code to abstract distributed services. However, the automata de-
�ned by Lynch and Tuttle do not, in general, allow formal theorems to be re-used
as protocols are modi�ed. For example, a fifo protocol may have the informal
speci�cation, \all messages are delivered in the order in which they were sent."
When a total ordering layer is added to the protocol, it adds the additional
property, \all processes receive messages in the same order." In the standard
formalization of I/O automata, the total protocol is di�erent from the fifo
protocol, and the fifo property must be re-proved after the total-ordering prop-
erty is added.

We introduce a new type-theoretic foundation for I/O automata that pre-
serves safety properties as automata are composed. The de�nition of composition
is based on the intersection of automata: if A and B are automata, and A has
safety property P (written A j= always P ), then A \B j= always P . In fact, the
sentence (A j= always P ) ) (A \ B j= always P ) is a formal theorem in our
framework. The intersection of automata corresponds to inheritance in object-
oriented languages. Our paradigm advocates the construction of speci�cations
from a library of small, easily-understood components, using compositional in-
tersection to construct service speci�cations.

We embed the automata in the Nuprl type theory, which provides a rich,
expressive logic and programming environment. There are several advantages
of doing this. Since the logic is expressive, we can develop highly readable and
compact speci�cations. Furthermore, we can completely justify our formalism;
the properties and meta-principles of automata are Nuprl theorems. Nuprl also
provides support for proof automation so that the tools and methodology for
reasoning can be de�ned and implemented.1 It should not be construed that
higher-order logic is necessary|rather our work in higher-order logic provides
a �rm foundation on which to base reasoning systems for use in simpler, less
expressive logics.

In the remainder of the paper, we cover the formal framework in more detail.
In Section 2 we develop the framework by adding intersections to \standard"
I/O automata and giving the type theoretic interpretation. In Section 3 we
present the speci�cation of virtual synchrony, a major service provided by group
communication systems. Our work shares many of the features of conjoined TLA
speci�cations described by Abadi and Lamport [1]; we discuss related work in
Section 4.

2 I/O automata

General I/O automata are instances of labeled transition systems. An automaton
consists of a set of states Q; a set of labels A, called actions, that label each of

1 The formal system and reasoning tool presented in this paper are available at the
Nuprl WWW site at www.cs.cornell.edu.



the transitions of the automaton; a set of initial states i; and a set of allowable
transitions t. In type theory, an automaton is described by the following type:

Auto � Q:Type
� A:Type
� i:Q! P

� t: (Q�A�Q)! P

(1)

The initial states i are a subset of the possible states Q, de�ned using a
predicate Q ! P, where P is the set of propositions (for simplicity, this can be
thought of as a Boolean value). The transition de�nition is similar. Note that
the states and actions may be types with an in�nite number of elements.

I/O automata are often de�ned using stylized pseudo-code. The actions cor-
respond to \signi�cant" external events of the system being speci�ed. For exam-
ple, a simple speci�cation of a fifo protocol is shown below. The fifo actions
are send(m) and recv(m), where m ranges over some message type M. The
automaton contains two queues that save the messages sent and received. When
a message is sent, with the transition labeled send(m), the message is added
to the sent list of messages. Messages are received with the transition labeled
recv(m). A message m can be received when there are more messages in the
sent queue than the received queue and the next message in sent is m (this is a
precondition of the transition); the e�ect is to add the message to the received
queue.

fifo

Actions: send(m), recv(m), for m 2 M
State: sent 2M List, initially empty,

received 2 M List, initially empty
send(m)
E�: append m to sent

recv(m)
Pre: jreceivedj < jsentj

sent[jreceivedj � 1] = m

E�: append m to received

In general, an automaton de�nes a set of executions q0; a0; q1; a1; : : :, where
each triple qi; ai; qi+1 is a valid transition of the automaton. It also de�nes a set
of traces, which are the actions of the valid executions. If A and B are automata,
and the traces of A are a subset of the traces of B, we say that A implements
B. An invariant is a predicate that is true of all states in all executions of an
automaton. The fifo automaton de�nes that invariant that the received queue
is always a pre�x of the sent queue: fifo j= always received � sent.

So far, this presentation of I/O automata adheres to the original form2 of
Lynch and Tuttle. Now suppose we wish to de�ne a form of composition that
preserves safety properties, which include state invariants and properties of in-
dividual traces of the automaton. The obvious choice for composition is the

2 Lynch and Tuttle also labels actions as being input, output, or internal to give a
little more semantic content, but we �nd this labeling unnecessary.



intersection of their traces. If M and M 0 are automata, their intersection has
states that are states both of M and M 0, and traces that belong both to M and
M 0. If M = (Q;A; i; t) and M 0 = (Q0; A0; i0; t0), we de�ne their intersection as
follows:

M \M 0 � ( Q \Q0;
A \ A0;
�s:(i(s) ^ i0(s));
�q1; a; q2:t(q1; a; q2) ^ t

0(q1; a; q2)):

(2)

With this de�nition, we have the following theorem, proved formally in Nuprl.

Theorem 1. For any automata M and M , and state predicate P , if M j=
always P , then M \M 0 j= always P .

The proof is straightforward, since any execution of M \M 0 is also an execution
of M . In the degenerate case, if the state spaces Q and Q0 do not have any
elements in common, the intersection M \M 0 is the empty automaton; it has
no executions or traces. In our framework, we address this problem by including
\all" state variables and actions in every automata, but leaving almost all of
them unspeci�ed, as shown in the following section.

2.1 Stylized automata

The pseudo-code suggests a style of automata de�nition that can be used to
guide their construction. In the pseudo-code, the actions have a label (like send
or recv), and a value (like m 2 M) that is associated with the label. Given a
type of labels Label , the set of stylized actions can be de�ned as the dependent
sum Action � �l:Label :FA(l) where FA 2 Label ! Type is a type-function that
de�nes the type of the value associated with each label. For example, the actions
of the fifo automaton are de�ned by the following �-type:

�l:Label :(if l = \send" _ l = \recv" thenM else Top):

If the action label is send or recv, the action value belongs to the type of
messagesM. Otherwise, the data part is totally unspeci�ed (the type Top is the
type containing all terms, de�ned as the degenerate intersection

T
x2Void :x).

The stylized states are de�ned similarly. A state has a set of named variables
(we can use the Label type), and each variable has a value. The most natural
type is the record type. For example, the fifo state can be represented by the
record fsent:M List; received:M Listg. Records are dependent-function spaces
that map variable names to values, and the state type is de�ned as State =
�l:Label :FS(l) for some type-function FS 2 Label ! Type . The fifo state has
the following de�nition:

�l:Label :(if l = \sent"_ l = \received" thenM List else Top):

Again, the state is unspeci�ed on labels that are not in f\sent"; \received"g. This
results in the main type-theoretic principle we use to avoid degeneracy: record
intersection corresponds to record concatenation.

fl1:T1; l2:T2ag \ fl2:T2b; l3:T3g � fl1:T1; l2:T2a \ T2b; l3:T3g:



The intersection property for the � type also has the concatenation property.
When two automata are intersected, their state variables and action signatures
are concatenated. This simple feature captures the object-oriented nature of our
framework: the intersection of automata corresponds to inheritance in object-
oriented languages.

2.2 Type-theoretic interpretation

The pseudo-code can be represented in the type-theory by separating the pseudo-
code into the four parts of an automaton. The actions de�ne a � type, the
state variables de�ne a record (a � type), and the initial values of the state
variables specify the initial conditions. The transition de�nitions de�ne a tran-
sition relation: for an automata with state type Q, the transition de�nition
L(x) Pre P (q; x) Eff: expr(q; x) for x 2 T de�nes a conjunctive clause in
the transition de�nition as follows:

8x 2 T:(a = L(x)) P (q1; x) ^ (q2 = expr(q1; x) 2 Q)):

That is, the transition (q1; a; q2) is in the transition relation only if, whenever the
action a is L(x) for some x 2 T , the precondition P holds on the initial state q1,
and the result of the e�ect is equal to the �nal state q2 on the variables speci�ed
in the state Q. Other variables are unconstrained. The Eff: clause of a transition
de�nition is optional; if it is omitted, the equality condition on q2 is omitted in
the type-theoretic interpretation, allowing the state to change arbitrarily. The
formal de�nition of the fifo automaton is the following program:

Q = �l 2 Label :(if l = \sent" _ l = \received" thenM List else Top);
A = �l 2 Label :(if l = \send" _ l = \recv" thenM else Top);

i = �q:(q:sent = [] ^ q:received = []);

t = �q1; a; q2: 8m 2 M:(a = send(m)) (q2:sent = m appended to q1:sent
^ q2:received = q1:received))

^ 8m 2 M:(a = recv(m)) (jq1:receivedj < jq1:sentj
^ q1:sent[jq1:receivedj � 1] = m
^ q2:received = m appended to q1:received
^ q2:sent = q1:sent))

2.3 Using the automata

Now, how do we use these automata? To give an example, let's modify the fifo
automaton so that no more than 100 messages are ever delivered. We construct a
new automaton with the same state variable received used in the fifo automaton,
and we include a precondition on the recv(m) action.

finite fifo

Actions: recv(m) for m 2 M
States: received 2 M List, initially []
recv(m)
Pre: jreceivedj < 100



The new automaton is not too useful by itself: it allows arbitrary state
changes in the e�ect for recv(m). When combined with the fifo automaton,
however, the new machine fifo \ finite fifo has the same transitions and
states of the fifo automaton, except for the transition recv(m), which has the
following de�nition:

recv(m)
Pre: jreceivedj < jsentj

sent[jreceivedj � 1] = m
jreceivedj < 100

Eff: append m to received

The fifo invariant received � sent remains true in the new automaton, but
now we can also prove that the received queue never contains more than 100
messages.

2.4 Operations on automata

There are some drawbacks to the automata we have just presented. First, every
state machine shares the same state space|in essence, all state variables are
global. We use this feature during composition (like the finite fifo example),
but there is no notion of \public" or \private" variables, where private variables
do not become shared during composition. Second, the action space is global as
well, so it is not possible to re-use an automaton in multiple speci�cations with
di�erent action namings.

Both of these problems can be addressed by introducing renaming operations.
We use the following informal notation, given an arbitrary renaming function
R 2 Label ! Label on labels, and an automaton M :

M , renaming actions l(x) to R(l)(x)
M , renaming variables v to R(v).

When actions are renamed, the action type and the transition de�nitions
must be modi�ed. Consider the following stylized machine M :

M = (Q = �l 2 Label :FS(l); A = �l 2 Label :FA(l); i; t):

The action renaming \M , renaming actions L(x) to R(L)(x)" de�nes the re-
named machine M 0 shown below.

M 0 = ( Q0 = �l 2 Label :FS(l);

A0 = �l 2 Label :
�T

fl02LabeljR(l0)=lg :FA(l
0)
�

i0 = i;
t0 = �q1; l(x); q2: if 9l0 2 Label :(R(l0) = l) then

t(q1; l
0(x); q2)

else

q1 = q2 2 Q0

Since R is an arbitrary renaming function, it may map several labels to a single
value. The action type associated with label l in A0 is the intersection of all



the action types FA(l
0) for any label l0 in the inverse image R�1(l). If R�1(l)

is nonempty, the transition de�nition allows any of the transitions l0(x) for any
l0 2 R�1(l). Otherwise, the value type on label l in A0 degenerates to Top, and a
transition is allowed only if it leaves the state unchanged. From this de�nition,
we get the following formal meta-theorem for safety properties P :

Theorem 2. For any automaton M , renaming function R, and state predicate
P , if M j= always P then (M; renaming actions l(x) to R(l)(x)) j= always P .

The state renaming operation is similar. The states, initial state predicate,
and transition relation must be modi�ed. The following machine de�nes the
renamed machine \M 00 = m, renaming variables v to R(v)":

M 00 = ( Q00 = �l 2 Label :
�T

fl02LabeljR(l0)=lg :FS(l
0)
�
;

A00 = �l 2 Label :FA(l);
i00 = (i �R)
t00 = �q1; a; q2:t(q1 �R; a; q2 �R)

This de�nition induces a renaming operation on state predicates P , providing
the following formal meta-theorem:

Theorem 3. For any automaton M , renaming function R, and state predicate
P , if M j= always P , then (M; renaming variables v to R(v)) j= always(�q:P (q�
R)).

3 Verifying Ensemble Virtual Synchrony

To demonstrate the use of our new version of I/O automata, we present the
speci�cation of Ensemble Virtual Synchrony (EVS). In the EVS model, processes
join together to form views, which are sets of processes that vary over time as
processes join and leave. Views are thought of informally as active multicast
domains; when a process fails, or when the network becomes partitioned, a view
may be split into several smaller views. When processes are created, or when
the network heals, multiple views may merge into one. Each process has its own
version of the view it is in. When a process replaces its view view1 with a new
view view2, we say the process installs view view2. Virtual synchrony provides
the following informal properties on views and messages:

EVSsingle At any time a process belongs to exactly one view.
EVSself If a process installs a view, it belongs to the view.
EVSvieworder At any process, views are installed in increasing order of view iden-

ti�er.
EVSnonoverlap If two processes install the same view, their previous views are either

the same or they are disjoint.
EVSviewmessage All delivered messages are delivered in the view in which they

were sent.
EVS�fo Messages between any two processes in a view are delivered in fifo order.
EVSsync Any two process that install a view v2, both with preceding view v1, deliver

the same messages in view v1.



We can categorize these properties in three parts: message delivery (EVS-
�fo, EVSviewmessage), view properties (EVSsingle, EVSself, EVSvieworder, EVS-
nonoverlap), and message/view properties (EVSsync).

We can specify the message delivery properties using the fifo automaton.
Let VID � Label be the type of views, and let PID � Label be the type of
processes. We implement the Label type as a recursive type including names and
closed under pairing (which we used for subscripting by process and view), to
get the following automaton:

evs fifo =
\

v2VID

\
p;q2PID

: (fifo renaming
action send(m) to evs-sendp;v(m)
action recv(m) to evs-recvq;p;v(m)
variable sent to sentp;v
variable received to receivedq;p;v)

(3)

The EVS�fo property follows trivially from the fifo automaton. The EVSviewmes-

sage property follows because fifo channels are only established within views
(they do not cross views).

For the view properties, we introduce a new action evs-newviewp(v), which
delivers the view v 2 VID � PID Set to process p 2 PID . We refer to the view
identi�er as v:id and the set of processes that belong to the view as v:set. We
also need to introduce a history variable all-viewidsp, for each process p 2 PID ,
containing the set of views ever delivered to process p. Several derived variables
are de�ned in terms of all-viewsp:

{ current-viewp is the view in all-viewsp with the largest identi�er.
{ pred-viewp;v is the view in all-viewsp with identi�er strictly smaller than v:id
if such a view exists, otherwise ?, where ? =2 VID is a constant.

Given these de�nitions the view part of EVS is shown below.

evs view

State: for each p 2 PID:
all-viewidsp 2 View Set , initially fvpg

evs-newviewp(v)
Pre: let v0 = current-viewp in

v:id > v0:id h1

p 2 v:set h2

8q 2 v:set: h3
if pred-view

q;v
6= ? then

pred-view
q;v

= v0 _ pred-view
q;v
:set \ v0:set = fg

E�: all-viewsp = all-viewsp [ fvg

The precondition for evs-newview(v)p has several parts, one for each of

the view properties. Part h1 guarantees that views are delivered in ascending
order (EVSvieworder), and the de�nition of current-viewp de�nes exactly one

current view per process (EVSsingle). Part h2 ensures that a process belongs to

all its view (EVSself). Part h3 sets up the condition on previous views: if another
process q has installed view v, then it either has the same previous view, or its
previous view was disjoint from v (EVSnonoverlap).



The �nal part of EVS relates views and message ordering. For this automaton,
we need to express the relation between the fifo and view automata, and we
include state variables receivedq;p;v and all-viewsp. The view msg automaton is
shown below.

view msg

State: for p; q 2 PID , v 2 View :
receivedp;q;v 2M List

for p 2 PID :
all-viewsp 2 View Set

evs-newviewp(v)
Pre: let v0 = current-viewp in

8q 2 v:set:
8r 2 v0:set: if pred-view

q;v
= v0 then

received
r;p;v0:id = received

r;q;v0:id

The view msg automaton introduces a new precondition for delivering a
view: each process q with the same preceeding view v0 receives exactly the same
messages from each process r 2 v0:set (they EVSsync property).

These three automata specify the properties of EVS individually. The �nal
step is combine them into the complete speci�cation of EVS.

EV S � group fifo \ view \ view msg (4)

This construction identi�es the receivedp;q;v variables of the group fifo and
view msg automata, and the all-viewsp variables of the view and view msg

automata. The properties of EVS are the conjunction of the properties of the
three parts, forming a complete speci�cation of EVS.

4 Related Work

Abadi and Lamport [1] have explored composition in TLA using assume-guarantee
speci�cations. We describe our systems with automata, rather than a temporal
logic like TLA, because we can use a single language to represent both programs
and speci�cations. However, our formalism shares the same problem space with
TLA. In fact, our safety theorem (A j= always P )) (A\B j= always P ) is cur-
rently too weak: while the intersection A \ B has the safety properties of both
A and B, additional safety properties may hold because of interference between
the two automata. It is likely that we can use the assume-guarantee style of
reasoning to extend our framework with a more complete result.

Although our approaches di�er at a high level|TLA is a temporal logic and
we deal directly with automata, both approaches describe the same problem
space.

Automata are used for specifying distributed systems in [11, 6]. In [12], pro-
tocol layers for point-to-point messaging are formally speci�ed and composed
using TLA [13].

I/O automata are de�ned by Lynch and Tuttle [14], and are discussed further
in Lynch [15]. The Nuprl proof development system includes both a logic and a
mechanism for reasoning. An early version of the system is described in Constable



et. al. [5]; more recent descriptions can be found in Jackson's thesis [10]. Records
are a central part of our formalization; a more complete description of the type
theory of records can be found in Hickey [9].

Birman and Joseph presented one of the earliest accounts of virtual syn-
chrony [4]; more recent versions can be found in [16, 7, 2, 3]. A more complete
description of the veri�cation of EVS can be found in [8].
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